
Hybrid Cloud Strategy Workshop
An opportunity for your IT Team to learn how to build and manage a more unified, 
cost-effective, and scalable hybrid cloud environment. Learn how other companies 
are transforming their organizations by enabling hybrid cloud and how you can  
get started.

Overview
The move to hybrid cloud computing environments—public, private, and community—creates new opportunities 
along with many challenges for both IT executives and administrators alike:

•   IaaS, PaaS, SaaS, DRaaS, ITaaS—which offerings are ready for prime time?

•   No way to know whether or not cloud projects are providing benefits

•   Pressure to “move to the cloud” and take advantage of emerging technology, all while keeping the lights on

•   Demand from business units for service catalogs full of relevant items

•   Pressure from developers to rapidly provision infrastructure

•   Many different cloud providers to partner with; which one is the right one for your organization?

•   No unified single-pane-of-glass infrastructure visibility 

•   Difficulty meeting stringent SLA goals and no runbook automation

•   LOBs going around IT to public cloud providers resulting in high costs and security risk

Benefits
In the Hybrid Cloud Strategy Workshop workshop, you’ll work directly with GreenPages’ cloud experts and study 
real-world examples where organizations were able to successfully implement hybrid cloud solutions with measur-
able benefits for both the business and IT. 

Geared toward IT Executives and their teams, you’ll learn how to:

•   Get started quickly with hybrid cloud; create an effective strategy to plan, build, run, and govern hybrid cloud environments

•   Determine the best way to leverage automation and integration with existing systems 

•   Improve and scale IT operations management with the right people in the right places

•   Learn how to build a service catalog that is relevant for your internal customers

•   See how an existing application can be provisioned in a hybrid environment

•   Get control of key areas such as: resource management, security, and resiliency

•   Understand the magnitude of Shadow IT and the business motivations for its adoption

•   Empower your LOBs by acting as a service provider to the business, rather than a roadblock

•   And much more!
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Special Services Offer



About GreenPages
GreenPages is a leading systems integrator and cloud services 
company that helps clients fully virtualize their environments  
and transform their datacenter and IT operations to strategically  
leverage the power of cloud computing. The company’s deep  
technology expertise, broad engineering certifications, and Cloud 
Management as a Service (CMaaS) solution provide organizations 
across the U.S. with unparalleled visibility into and control of  
modern-era hybrid cloud environments.

800-989-2989
www.greenpages.com

kittery me   |   boston ma   |   new york ny   |   atlanta ga   |   tampa fl

Who Should Attend
GreenPages’ Hybrid Cloud Strategy Workshop is ideal for IT teams of 
5-8 people but can be tailored to meet your organization’s specific needs. 
GreenPages will hold a pre-workshop call to personalize agenda.
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Scope
8 hour collaborative workshop; onsite at your organization

Workshop Deliverables
•  Key findings and next step strategy recommendations

•   General roadmap outlining critical activities and considerations 
over the next 12-24 months

•  Knowledge transfer to your IT staff

To set up your Hybrid Cloud Strategy 
Workshop, contact GreenPages at  
800-989-2989

Hybrid Cloud Strategy Workshop: 
Benefits at-a-Glance

•   Education: a clear understanding of the 
impacts of designing and managing a hybrid 
cloud infrastructure—people, process, and 
technology—that are explicitly relevant to you 
and your organization.

•   Consensus: a dedicated forum for you and 
your team to hear and understand crucial cloud 
concepts, facilitated by an expert in hybrid 
cloud infrastructure design and management.

•   Documented Strategy: a high level strategy 
based on your requirements and vision of your 
future utilization of a hybrid cloud infrastructure.

Why GreenPages?  
You get top technical talent working 
for your organization.

Check out some of our accolades over the years:

VMware

•  Solution Provider of the Year 

•  Desktop Virtualization Partner of the Year 

•   Virtualization of Business Critical Applications 
Global Partner of the Year 

•   Rainmaker Award for Virtualization Excellence 

•   Member of VMware’s Partner Technical  
Advisory Board (PTAB)

•   Member of  VMware’s Partner Advisory  
Council

CRN 

•  Solution Provider 500 Company of the Year 

•  Managed Service Provider Elite 150 

•  Virtualization Elite Award

•  Tech Elite 250 Award

•  Solution Provider 500 Award

MSPmentor 

•  Top 100 Global Managed Services Companies 

•  Top 501 Global Managed Services Companies

Talkin’Cloud 

•  World’s Top 100 Solution Providers


